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ANNEX A – Programme Schedule for June and July 2020
Date

Programme

Description

29 July 2020

Jacob Collier Workshop
75 minutes
SISTIC, $15 per person

A 2018 festival sensation, SIFA is thrilled to
welcome Jacob Collier back in this digital workshop.
Join him as he performs a song (or two), speaks
about creativity in music and his artistic journey to
date, and get a personal peek of his home studio. A
special opportunity not to be missed by fans and
curious music-makers!
About Jacob Collier
It’s not often one encounters an imagination with the
depth and prolificacy of Jacob Collier’s. The
London-based, 4x GRAMMY® winning, 25-year-old
is dubbed by many as one of the most innovative
musicians of his generation. In 2012, Jacob’s selfmade YouTube videos achieved legendary status in
the music world, attracting the praise of such
luminaries as Herbie Hancock, David Crosby, Steve
Vai, and Quincy Jones, who manages Jacob to this
day. Jacob’s debut album, In My Room, crafted
entirely in his room at home, went on to win two
GRAMMY’s®
In January 2018, Jacob began designing and
creating a recording project on an unprecedented
scale – a quadruple album called DJESSE: 50+
songs, divided between four volumes, with each
operating within a separate musical universe of
sound, style and genre. Djesse Volumes 1 & 2 both
have earned him a GRAMMY® each, affirming that
Jacob has never lost a Grammy in a category he’s
been nominated in. Jacob’s latest singles from
Djesse Vol. 3 (to be released Summer 2020), have
included collaborations with Daniel Caesar, Kimbra,
Tank and The Bangas, Mahalia, and Ty Dolla $ign.

Ongoing

SIFA presents
At Home with Singapore
Symphony Orchestra

SIFA & Singapore Symphony Orchestra come
together to present a special version of this beloved
national tune, One People, One Nation, One
Singapore, on the occasion of its 30th anniversary.
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Performing One People,
One Nation, One
Singapore

We would like to dedicate it as a message of
gratitude to our frontliners, as well as to everyone
as we continue to do our part in the COVID-19
crisis. Sing along, discover new 'instruments' in the
orchestra, and stay safe!
View the video here.

Ongoing

SOURCE x Audible
Lands vodcast

Experimental band The Observatory, filmmaker
Eric Lee, and music groups from the migrant-worker
community were in the initial stages of collaboration
on SOURCE × Audible Lands, a documentary
screening and live-music performances, when
circuit-breaker measures kicked in.
From 25 May, these budding cross-cultural
encounters will be presented through 5 teaser
videos. This digital series spotlights the processes
and performances of Isan Band by Friends of Thai
Workers Association; Myanmar’s Than Naing and
his guitar ensemble; and from Bangladesh: Banglar
Kantha-Dibashram Cultural Group, violinistsinger
Billal Hossain and friends, plus music teacher and
keyboardist Malay Ghosh and band.
Containing a range of folk to pop to devotional
music, deeply influenced by South and Southeast
Asian traditions, these humane documentations
provide a glimpse into Singapore’s diverse and
discrete musical landscape.
View the vodcasts here:
First Vodcast: SOURCE x Audible Lands
Second Vodcast: SOURCE x Audible Lands
Third Vodcast: SOURCE x Audible Lands

27 July 2020

SIFA Playlist with...

SIFA Playlist with ... is a series of curated playlist
prepared by SIFA artists responding to specific
themes or various inspirations. Indulge in these
myriad sounds, and discover new composers and
works.

